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If you like Poker then you will love this game! I realy enjoy it and Im pretty bad on playing Poker lol. You can earn good money
on challanging the Game and win on the table, there are 3 prices to get so if you cant be number 1 then maybe number 3. If you
risk too much you can loose realy quick on this game and continue will be realy hard because you need money to play and the
day salary depend on how much houses or banks you owen in a city.. it is fun playing a game that is built of multiplayer with no
multiplayer options what so ever yay 10/10. HeXen is totally underestimated game but I think it really worths it!. For the time, it
was really good. I enjoy playing it now. There's something so satisfying about fighting ninjas with comical weapons, kickflying
across the dojo, and unlocking everything just by telling the master that you like sticky rice.. Gave me brain cancer. Get the
bundle. It's a great game, but you gotta get the bundle.
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